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Instagram has become known as an ideal fit for e-commerce 

marketing. The platform is often used as the discovery portion 

of the sales funnel

How Instagram Boosts Brands and Drives Sales

Of all travelers are planning 

a domestic fall getaways 

BOTTOM LINE

HAS COVID-19 CHANGED CONSUMER 
BEHAVIOR ON SOCIAL MEDIA?

FACEBOOK VS YOUTUBE VS 
TWITTER VS INSTAGRAM LIVE

IS YOUTUBE THE RIGHT SOCIAL
VIDEO PLATFORM FOR HOTELS?

FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM, TWITTER
& TIKTOK DEMOGRAPHICS

SOCIAL MEDIA VIDEO CHANNELS 
YOY GROWTH

WHAT IS 
'INSTAGRAM REEL'?

WHICH SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS 
ARE MOST IMPORTANT FOR HOTELS?

INDUSTRIES SUITED FOR 
INSTAGRAMMERS

POSTS PER DAY VS ENGAGEMENT 
RATE PER POST, BY CHANNEL

Simply by being on Instagram, brands can make a positive impression on potential 

shoppers. People surveyed say they perceive brands on Instagram as popular (78%), 

creative (77%), entertaining (76%) and relevant (74%). Those top associations stayed 

relatively consistent across the globe.

83%

The 'sales funnel' above shows the strength and power of Instagram as 46% of the viewers 

actually make a purchase online or offline after they visit brand's website, become a 

follower or spread the word to their friends, share which are all good results as this is the 

ultimate goal in Social.

HOW TO TAP INTO THE 'VIDEO'
CRAZE & ACT ON THESE STATISTICS

WHAT & HOW TO COMMUNICATE 
TO YOUR GUESTS IN 2021

FACEBOOK LIVE

81%

SOURCE: Facebook IQ

TRIPADVISOR'S FALL TRAVEL INDEX

Future travelers are researching cleanliness and safety 

practices before booking their hotel stay. Communicate your 

safety message and your heart of hospitality across Social 

channels.

With tools like Instagram Stories, TikTok and Facebook Live, brands can engage and inspire 

potential guests while building future loyalty.

Here are the reasons why:

ADVANTAGE: There are more than 2.5 billion people on the social network, so odds are 

more people you know are on Facebook and thus available to watch you and interact.

DISADVANTAGE: Not everybody has a Facebook account. If you go live, only people who 

have signed up for Facebook can view you, unlike streaming on Twitter and YouTube.

WHERE TO STREAM: Facebook invites you to go live from a computer or mobile device. 

The mobile app has funny and colorful stickers you can add to the screen. breakfast buffet 

with pre-packaged breakfast items

YouTube is the most popular online video property in the 

United States - but, is it the right Video Platform for Hotels?

YouTube was the number-one video channel in 2019 

however Instagram Stories is now surpassing YouTube in 

growth Year of Year and taking over YouTube.

Surveyed marketing executives were encouraged to select 

multiple Social channels they use when reaching to their 

audience through Social.

In addition, Hotels & Resorts have one of the higher engagement rate per post - at 1.03%. 

As a comparison, Fashion Industry is at 0.68%, Food & Beverage at 1.18%, Retail is at 

0.67%. The median across all Industries is at 1.22%.

"Every industry in our study took a hit on Instagram this year, and the all-industry median 

decreased by 23% from 1.60% to 1.22%."

Instagram continues to have the highest engagement rate per post by followers for Hotels 

and Resorts in comparison to Facebook and Twitter.

"Hotels & Resorts scored third on Facebook this year thanks to high-performing photos."

90% OF INSTAGRAMMERS FOLLOW
AT LEAST ONE BUSINESS

80%

Facebook-commissioned survey of 21,000 people ages 13–64 in AR, AU, BR, CA, DE, FR, 

IN, IT, KR, TR, UK, US and ages 18–64 in Japan

SOURCE: Tripadvisor.com 

Post COVID-19 updates, including opening dates and precautions taken at 

your hotel

Reassure guests about your safety and cleanliness practices, instilling trust, 

and stimulating confidence

Set the scenario for hotel check-in/check-out and what engaging with your 

staff looks like

Communicate any changes with your F&B, swimming pool, and all your 

amenities

Use confidence-building images of both travelers and team members 

experiencing your hotel

Leverage user-generated content, both photos + videos, to show credibility of 

how guests are enjoying your hotel in the ‘new reality’

Keep your hotel fans updated on popular, local attractions encouraging travel 

to your area soon

Interact with followers, and respond to DMs answering questions from future 

guests 

Post a link to your hotel’s website FAQ to help educate

Consumers are spending more time on social media in 2020 and video 

creation has and will continue to accelerate.

YouTube is still the most popular video channel, although other channels 

are more relevant for hotels. Video platforms like Instagram Reels and 

TikTok vary by features and ease of use.

Demographics of social media channels differ; ensure your channels align 

with your hotel’s target guest. Instagram - including Posts, Stories + Reels - 

is the top social media channel among hotel marketing executives 

surveyed, and the channel has the highest engagement rate.

Social media strategies for your hotel should include the use of videos as 

they are driving high engagement rates and bookings.

In recent years, the story of social media has been about cutting down. Spending less time 

on platforms, being more mindful about social media behaviors, and putting less personal 

information in the public domain.

However under lockdown, things have changed quite dramatically. In the beginning of April 

just under half of consumers said they were spending longer on social media.

As a result, old assumptions about social media have to be re-examined. Its role in users’ 

lives has evolved and diversified during the pandemic.

YOUTUBE LIVE

SOURCE: Statista.com 
Social Media

SOURCE: Social Media 
Examiner 2020 Report

Here are some facts of 'Instagram Reel' to help understand if it 

is going to be an important Social Video Platform in 2021.
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Hotels are in the top 5 Industries working with Instagram 

influencers right after Luxury brands at 91%, Sports clothing 

at 84% and Beauty brands at 83% 

Below graph highlights the correlation between 'posts per 

day' and 'percentage of engagement rate by post' for 

Hotels & Resorts

Brands on Instagram gain a halo effect

People surveyed say they perceive brands on Instagram as 

follows:

discover new 

products or 

services

Tripadvisor's analyst team studied the Fall travel trends based 

on their platform hotel search and booking data, week of 

August 24-30, 2020 for stays from September 1 - November 

30, 2020. Here is what they found out:

There are many ways to engage with your current and 

potential guests by posting quick videos on your 

Social Channels

Social Media - Share your hotel’s story on Facebook and Instagram, communicating the 

safe and protective experience guests can expect.

CONTACT US 

Phone: 800-528-3135

Email: info@iresponze.com

Website : www.iResponze.com

How Videos Are Driving Social Engagement For Hotels

Social Media - Video 

TWITTER PERISCOPE

Based on completed by Statista in 2020, YouTube serves the 'Music Industry' the most. They 

also reported that Apple App was the largest YouTube advertiser and most popular Apple App 

Store categories were 'Games' at 21.86%, second place was 'Business' and third place was 

'Education'. Travel ranked in seventh place, at 3.08%.  Looking at these numbers, one would 

conclude that YouTube is not the number one Video Platform for Hotels.

It is clear that once again Instagram's growth is surpassing any other Social Media 

Video Platforms. In addition, most marketers who use live video (64%) chose 

Facebook Live as their most important platform - again surpassing YouTube at 10%.

Pilot started in Brazil in 2019 and then moved to 50 countries within a year

It is Facebooks answer to TikTok- its essence is to provide users creative space to 

create and share short videos with others.

Record and edit 15-second multi-clip videos with audio, effects and creative tools

The recording can be done in series of clips or all at once, using video uploads from 

your gallery

Sharable with your fiends or anyone on Instagram

After sharing your reel, it will live on a separate Reels tab on your profile, where 

people can find the reels you've shared

SOURCE: RivalIQ - 2020 
Social Media Benchmark
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SOURCE: RivalIQ - 2020 
Social Media Benchmark

research 

products or 

service

Search for more

information
31.6%

Visit the Brand's

website
26.0%

Follow the Brand's

Socially
12.4%

Talk to someone

about it
11.6%

Make a purchase

online or offline
18.4%

79

65

31

29

46

SAFETY FIRST

Across the globe, safety remains critical. 68% of the global travelers say, is the number 

safety and cleanliness of establishments are most important when traveling locally.

Meet the Team - feature various team members with creative video content

Feature your GM with a welcome message

Highlight your Chef preparing a special recipe

Promote your Bartender with a demonstration tip

Spotlight your Sales Team hosting a wine-tasting event at your hotel

Outdoor Living Area - inspire relaxation by your fire-pit and outdoor amenities

Pet Friendly - feature guests with pets and video their happiness of bringing along 

their best buddy

Charitable Events - promote how you are caring for your community, even during the 

pandemic

Destination - show how travelers enjoy the exciting attractions near your hotel

Holidays - celebrate by sharing decorations/happenings at the hotel

Direct Messaging - Respond to your direct messages (DMS) with exceptional care.

CREATED BY

Rose Mentrie / iResponze

October 2020

Importance of Video

Video creation has been accelerated by the outbreak, and it's a behavior we expect to 

consolidate in the post-COVID reality.

The main facilitator here has been the viral video-sharing app TikTok, which sees a huge 

spike in visitors in Q2 2020 wave research below.

ADVANTAGE: Unlike Facebook, when you go live on Twitter (and Periscope), anyone can 

see you, without having to register first. One really cool feature, when it works, is being 

able to bring up to three guests to join you (audio only) on a live video tweet. The screen 

is on you, while the Twitter thumbnail of your guests also appears in the image. Note: Live 

video for Twitter and Periscope can be created only on mobile devices.

DISADVANTAGE: Our audio tests had a low success ratio. One guest complained of 

massive feedback, another that their phone crashed in the middle of the broadcast, 

sending it off air. When it worked, it was talk show beautiful and seemingly simple. You 

send a direct message to friends and ask them to join you on a live tweet. Once the 

broadcast begins, they ask to join, you click a + button to bring them in, and you have a 

sparring partner or two to tweet with.

WHERE TO GO LIVE: Only on mobile devices.

unique monthly viewers in the 
United States

Instagram Stories 
increased from 22% 

in 2019 to 46% in 
2020 equaling a total 
of 24% growth, by 

209% YOY

Instagram Reels TikTok
A new feature inside the overarching

Instagram ecosystem A platform
Users can create a 15-second video

only Video time limit up to 1 minute
Reels shared to Stories will disappear

after 24 hours All videos stay on TikTok

Duet and local file upload aren’t
currently supported

Users can “duet” with each other and
upload songs directly into the app’s

system

It is clear that all three Instagram products are in the top 4 for Hotel marketing 

executives when engaging with their customers on their social channels.

SOURCE: RivalIQ - 2020 
Social Media Benchmark
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decide whether 

to buy a product 

or service

People surveyed said they took the following actions after seeing a product or 

service on Instagram:

Engage Your Current + Future Guests with Quick Videos on your Social 

Channels

Questions are being asked via messaging on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 

and other channels. 

Answering their questions quickly and consistently, both during the decision 

process or prior to arrival will boost trust.

Demonstrate your heart of hospitality by showing care and compassion in your 

responses.

Responding to all your DMs will answer guest questions, resolve issues, and 

build relationships.

INSTAGRAM LIVE

126 Million+

96% of Facebook use is via 

smartphones and tablets

The USA has among the lowest 

Facebook engagement rates

Outside of Snapchat and YouTube, 

Facebook has the lowest demographic 

of college-educated users.

42% of users have taken a break from 

Facebook in the last year

Instagram Reels vs. TikTok
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Brand-led communications can have a particularly strong impact on people's shopping 

journeys. In fact, when we asked people how brand content can help them on Instagram, 

42% said it helps with discovering products or services, and 44% said it can help them find 

new information about a product or service. Additionally, 41% of people surveyed said a 

brand's content helps them research the product or service. People interviewed also 

expressed a desire to hear from brands in their own voices.

65%

Videos with Guests are Trustworthy and Convincing

SOURCE: GlobalWebIndex.com

ADVANTAGE: Many people prefer the Instagram app over Facebook, as it reaches a 

different, more visually oriented crowd. Younger people tend to congregate on Instagram. 

You can invite a guest in to split your live screen, although getting there is complicated.

DISADVANTAGE: Unlike Facebook, you can go live only with the mobile app, and you'll 

have to hold your phone vertically. If you place the phone into a tripod holder horizontally 

to keep the image steady, you'll appear sideways on the screen. Partnered with Ecolab for 

complete approach to infection prevention

WHERE TO GO LIVE: Only on the mobile app.

41% of Facebook’s monthly active users are in Asia, 16% are in Europe and just 10% are in 

the US and Canada combined

2+x faster

Instagram Stories vs. Instagram Reel

1.03%

Posts / Day

Of U.S. travelers are more 

likely to consider outdoor or 

nature trips 

Include guests in your video stories, with their permission

User-Generated Videos are engaging content - send DM requesting permission to 

share

Many travelers are, and will be, cautious of travel. To ease that apprehension, 

the travel and hospitality industry must work to offer reassurance. Now is the 

time to inspire potential travelers and encourage them to rediscover their love of 

travel.

As many hotels and attractions are waiting to open, or operating in a limited 

capacity, social and digital channels enable them to build direct, virtual 

connections with both potential and current guests.

Virtual connections also provide a great platform for managing customer 

expectations in real-time. Not only that, these direct connections can build 

consumer confidence in a brand and put customers’ minds at ease during these 

uncertain times.

50%

40% of users have purchased something after seeing it on Twitter

31% of Twitter users make more than $75k each year

Twitter also has among the largest discrepancies of male to female users at 66% vs 34%

100

0

24%

Reels offers several editing tools, including AR effects, speed controls, and the option 

to align multiple clips for cleaner transitions.

Reels can be shared to Explore and Stories. When you upload a reel, you can also 

choose to post it in your Feed.

All the reels you create will also appear in a dedicated section of your profile, similar to 

IGTV posts.

If you include original audio (sounds you end up recording in video), your audio will be 

attributed to you, and other users can use it to create new reels.

Engagement 

rate / Hotel 

post

Engagement Rate / Post

(by follower)

61%

43%

SOURCE: USA Today Story 
- March 2020

half of US population, up to 100M 
weekly video views are music related

TikTok already has more users than 

LinkedIn, Twitter, Pinterest, and 

Snapchat, with 1.5 billion downloads 

and 150 million daily users

TikTok tallies 1 million views on videos 

each day and estimated 1 million page 

views each day

The average user opens the app 8 

times per day

64.6%

19.2%

10.1%

5.1%

1.0%

Facebook 64

Instagram 19

YouTube 10

LinkedIn 5

Twitter 1

SOURCE:
HootSuite.com/instagram-reels 

Of fall travelers booking 2 to 

5 night stays and 36% 

booking short 1 night stays

Levels are beginning to stabilize from the initial spike, but 43% still admit 

logging in for longer because of the outbreak, and half of them say they’ll 

carry on spending longer on social media.

ADVANTAGE: Go where your friends are. YouTube is the No. 2 most visited website in the 

world, after Google and right above Facebook. If you want to get feedback from the crowd 

that spends time on YouTube, this is the place to be.

DISADVANTAGE: You can't livestream with your mobile device unless your channel has at 

least 1,000 subscribers. That probably knocks out most readers. However, YouTube will 

let you livestream via a webcam and the computer.

WHERE TO STREAM: On mobile devices (only if you have 1,000 subscribers) or 

computer. The mobile app offers a choice of 15 Instagram-like filters to pretty up the 

picture, once the broadcast has begun, such as black and white, soft colors and even 

wacko ones such as "negative," which looks like the old reversal negatives from the film 

days.

100 Million

TikTok has a Creator Marketplace for brands to shop for TikTok influencers

TikTok ad campaigns start at $50/day

Some unlikely brands have been successful here, like 'The Association of Chartered Certified 

Accountants' - it is a trial and error situation currently

The average age of TikTok users is going up as Gen Z gets older & even % of users in all age 

groups

When asked marketers who use live video to select 
'the single most important video

channel for their business' with only one choice 
allowed, the findings are

revealing.

SOURCE: Instagram.com/blog

55%

Facebook YouTube Twitter Instagram

Advantage 2.5B ppl on
network

#2 most
visited website

Anyone can
see you live

Ap of choice
of 'visual

social crowd'

Disadvantage Have to have
a FB account

Must have
1K+

subscribers
Low 'audio'

success rate
Video stays up

for an hour

Where to
Stream

Computer or
Mobile Device

Computer or
Mobile Device

Mobile Device
only

Mobile Device
only

Apple App

The United States accounts for the most 

Instagram users and it’s not even close.

67% of its users being under 30 and the 

average daily usage at almost an hour, 

it is perfect for building brand 

awareness with any age group and 

gender

60% of people say they discover new 

products on Instagram

“Among all of the disruption and
restrictions this year, 76 percent of
U.S. travelers continue to say that
travel is important to them, even if
they can't experience the world like
they used to,"

Games

Currently, there are 25 Million business profiles on Instagram

90% of users actively follow a business account - NOTE: as of August 2020, Instagram has 

360M followers worldwide, which is currently the #1 spot in followers

Christopher Hsi

Computer Market Research

Lead Analyst

Tripadvisor

Travel

67% of B2B businesses use Twitter as a 

marketing tool

77% of Twitter users feel better about a 

brand that replies to tweets and 

messages

The US has the largest demographic of 

Twitter users

63% of Twitter users are between the 

ages of 35 & 65

Largest Advertisers & Most Popular Categories

SOURCE: StryveMarketing.com
Social Media Demographics

TAKEAWAYS FOR HOTELS

1. Facebook isn’t dead as much as it’s slowly dying. While user counts are still high, 

engagement is at an all-time low.

2. Instagram is your king now, with the most daily active users and a large 20 to 40-year-old 

demographic.

3. Twitter demographics aren’t totally clear, with many accounts being fake and many users not 

having accounts. It’s still a popular platform with B2B businesses, though.

4. TikTok is driven by Gen Z’ers in India and China. If social influencers is what your goal is, 

you’ll save some money here versus Instagram with lesser advertisement budget.

2.32B

21.86%

3.08%
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